All applications from UNSW staff & students must be submitted via the Grants Management Office (GMO). The internal deadline for submission of grant applications to the GMO is **2 weeks prior to the external deadline**. This timeframe allows the GMO to ensure applications comply with UNSW policies and sponsor requirements.

New grant opportunities are also posted on the **Current Funding Opportunities Page** as they become available.

**NEW: AINSE | Honours Scholarships**
Students working at ANSTO from AINSE Member institutions are welcome to apply for an honours scholarship for 2015. This is a $5,000 stipend that is awarded to a student to help support them in their honours year ...more
External Deadline: 15 February 2015

**NEW: James N. Kirby Foundation | Small Grants (<$15K)**
Distributions within Australia only, with priority given to organisations in NSW or to national level programs whose work primarily benefits NSW ...more
External Deadline: 28 February 2015

**NEW: Endocrine Society of Australia | Travel Grants 2015**
Awards to support younger members of the society to travel to international meetings, laboratories and/or clinics to further their training and knowledge in Endocrinology ...more
External Deadline: **Australian Women in Endocrinology Travel Awards** - 17 February 2015 | **International Travel Grant Award** - 1 March 2015

**NEW: Perpetual | Ramaciotti Awards 2015**
A $1 million grant for a group or individual undertaking biomedical research. Funds projects including personnel, equipment, major infrastructure improvements or new laboratories that help an existing, well-funded program of research or enable a major new program to begin. Traditionally, it funds a need that would not attract funding elsewhere ...more
External Deadline: 13 March 2015

**NEW: MS Research Australia | Incubator and Proteomics Incubator Grants**
Seed funding for the early stages of innovative new research efforts, with the aim of generating preliminary data needed to support future grant applications ...more
External Deadline: 27 March 2015

**NEW: AW Howard Memorial Trust | Travel Grants & Grants in Aid 2015**
Encouraging and promote research and investigation in the fields of natural science and social science, including economics which relate to the development, management and use of pastures ...more
External Deadline: 31 March 2015

**NEW: Holsworth Wildlife Research Endowment | Wildlife Grant 2015**
Post-graduate student research support in ecology, wildlife management and natural history studies ...more
External Deadline: 1 April 2015
NEW: Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists | Grants for 2016 Funding
Support for research in the fields of medical simulation and education ...more
External Deadline: 1 April 2015

NEW: Grains Research & Development Corporation | Travel Awards 2015
Available to individuals or groups within the Australian grains industry wishing to attend a
conference or undertake travel that aligns with the GRDC's corporate objectives and
demonstrates direct benefit to the Australian grains industry ...more
External Deadline: 1 April 2015

NEW: NSW Dept. Environment & Heritage | Environmental Research Grants
To support projects that help address environmental problems in NSW. The priorities for the
2015 round will be announced when the program opens on 9 February 2015 ...more
External Deadline: To be advised when EOIs open on 9 Feb

INTERNATIONAL:
Please note, external dates from International sponsors are listed using Sponsor local time

NEW: Brain & Behavior Research Foundation (US) | NARSAD Young Investigator Grant
For research relevant to the understanding, treatment and prevention of serious psychiatric
disorders such as schizophrenia; bipolar; mood and anxiety disorders; or early onset brain
and behavior disorders ...more
External Deadline: 24 February 2015

NEW: James S. McDonnell Foundation (US) | Scholars Award in Complex Systems 2015
Aims to further the science of complex systems via the continued development of the theory
and tools used in the study of complex research questions, and not for any particular fields
of research. The JSMF is particularly interested in projects attempting to apply complex
systems approaches to coherently articulated questions ...more
External Deadline: 11 March 2015

For teams of scientists from different countries wishing to combine their expertise in
approaches to questions that could not be answered by individual laboratories. Emphasis is
placed on collaborations that bring together scientists from different disciplines (e.g. chemistry, physics, computer science, engineering) to focus on life sciences problems ...more
External Deadline: 31 March 2015 (LOI)

Closing Soon:
- Cardiac Society of Australia and New Zealand | Travelling Fellowships to the American College of Cardiology 2015 ...more
  External Deadline: 9 February 2015

- Australian Institute of International Affairs- Publication Support Grants (EOI) ...more
  External Deadline: 10 February 2015

- Health and Safety Trust Grants ...more
  External Deadline: 13 February 2015

- World Anti-Doping Agency | 2015 Research Grants ...more
  External Deadline: 15 February 2015

- Houghton Trust (UK) | International Travel and Subsistence Grants ...more
  External Deadline: 15 February 2015
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